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Shorty was being sleazy
when she'd played herself all easy
girl, you went and messed around with my best friend
how could you deceive me?
straight up strip me of my dignity
I even asked you to be my best man

You were so convincing
I felt like nothing was missing
even joked about other couples problems
you looked me in the eye
when you were telling me a lie
and now i'm finding out that i've been evicted

'cause every time we worked together
it was like nobody's home
and every time i'd call you up
you'd say you needed time alone

all the nights, all the silly fights
just a waste of time, but now I see why
and you can't make it better babe
both of you should be ashamed of yourselves

CHORUS:
why even apologize
excuses are so tired
you both just got fired
you slept with my best friend
i'm so disappointed
how could i be mislead?
to me, y'all are both dead
you slept with my best friend
so frustrated, things are complicated
I feel infiltrated
you slept with my best friend
you're just so busted
bit the dust for lustin'
now you can't be trusted 
you slept with my best friend

didn't have the courtesy, to even wash the sheets
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girl, how could you be so damn disgusting
creepin' while i'm sleepin'
of all the people to be cheatin' with
the situation needs some adjusting
tried to spare my heart from knowing
you're the wolf wrapped in sheep clothing
one day you may find yourself in the same thing
'cause y'all deserve each other
you can cheat on one another
what makes you think that you're exempt

how long did you think that you 
could get away with something like that
sneakin' 'round and meetin' low
all behind my back
all the while, i was in denial
in a hole without you, in exile
I never saw it coming babe
both of you should be ashamed of yourselves

CHORUS

he said this, she said that
I won't be treated like some kind of doormat
i'm not gonna scream and shout
no sense in being loud
found your own way in, now you can find it out
i'm just gonna tell you one thing
you messed up something
you could of chose just about anybody
instead you stabbed me in the back
just remember what goes around...

CHORUS
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